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Background:
• Three-dimensional (3D) display systems have been introduced in medicine

with the creation of the TrueVision®3D visualization System (TrueVision
Systems Inc., Santa Barbara, CA, USA) for microsurgery. In ophthalmology
field, 3D display system was first reported by Weinstock RJ in 2010 for
cataract and anterior segment surgery, and by Riemann CD in 2011 for
vitreoretinal surgery, while not so much reports for glaucoma surgery.

• The basic setup consists of two cameras affixed to a surgical microscope
which sends signals to a central processor, transmitting an image onto a wide-
screen high-definition monitor. This allows the surgeons to perform
microsurgical procedures not looking at the eyepieces of the microscope, but
by viewing the microscopic image on a so-called heads-up display.

Weinstock RJ, Desai N. Heads-up cataract surgery with the TrueVision 3D display system. In: Garg
A, Alio JL, (eds). Surgical Techniques in Ophthalmology - Cataract Surgery. New Dehli, India:
Jaypee Medical Publishers. 2010;124–7.
Riemann CD. Machine vision and vitrectomy: three-dimensional high definition (3DHD) video for
surgical visualization in vitreoretinal surgery. Proceedings of the SPIE Volume 7863. Stereoscopic
Displays and Applications XXII. 25 January 2011, San Francisco, CA, USA.

Purpose:
• To investigate the feasibility of 3D heads-up system, such as digital

amplification and processing of the image, high resolution of the display, the
improvement of depth perception, and the effect of latency, on the surgeons’
satisfaction, when performing various kinds of glaucoma surgery.

Methods:
• In this case series, we retrospectively evaluated and share our initial

impressions of the TrueVision®3D visualization System (Ngenuity 3D visual
system, Alcon Surgical, Fort Worth, TX, USA) step by step, when performing
various kinds of glaucoma surgery, including trabeculectomy (Trab), bleb
needling, goniosynechialysis (GSL), and suture trabeculotomy / gonioscopy-
assisted transluminal trabeculotomy (GATT) under double mirror gonio lens.
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Procedures mag. focus 
shift motion comments rating

Tr
ab

anesthesia low wide slow
Required frequent focus change when deciding the position of 
anesthesia under low magnification, and the field of view of the 
anterior segment is smaller compared to the standard operating 
microscope.

#1

conj. inc. low narrow slow
Not so frequent focus change was needed because the focus 
shift was limited within the extended depth of field during the 
procedure.

#2

scl. flap inc. /
TM block inc. /
iridectomy

high narrow slow
Good anatomic and visual outcome. Procedure with small 
focus shift and slow movement was easy because of the high 
magnification and emphasized stereoscopic effect.

#3

scl. flap closure /
conj. suture low wide quick

Digital latency becomes more evident and the surgeon’s hands 
should be moved slower to compensate for this. This latency 
and smaller FOV lead to slightly awkward when suturing conj. 
and sclera, especially when working with long sutures.

#4

G
S
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T w/ direct gonio high wide slow

The focus control is quite sensitive and refocusing in the middle 
of a case can be cumbersome when doing gonio surgery under 
direct gonio lens, which needs frequent adjustment of position 
when tilting the microscope or patients head.

w/ double mirror
gonio high narrow slow

High magnification, depth and optical enhancement, and 
constant focus plane under double mirror gonio lens allows 3D 
head up system most suitable for gonio surgery.

#5

Trab: trabeculectomy, GSL: goniosynechialysis, GATT; gonioscopy-assisted transluminal trabeculotomy,
conj.: conjunctival, scl.; scleral, TM: trabecular meshwork, inc.: incision
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Results:
• All glaucoma surgeries were successfully performed under the heads-up

system without any complications, not through the eye piece of a microscope.
• The field of view (FOV) is broad and stereopsis is excellent for the gonio

surgery with high magnification.
• However, when working on the anterior segment such as Trab or bleb

needling, especially when suturing the sclera or conjunctiva, the digital latency
of 80-msec becomes more evident and the surgeon’s hands should slightly
slow down to compensate for this. Also, FOV of the anterior segment is
smaller with the heads-up platform compared to the standard operating
microscope under low magnification.

• The focus control is quite sensitive and refocusing in the middle of a case can
be annoying, especially performing goniosynechialysis under direct gonio lens.

• Digital image latency isn’t an issue when performing gonio surgery, since
movements within the angle are typically slower than maneuvers performed
anteriorly.

• High dynamic range (HDR), a technique which digitally amplifies the images or
videos covering wider range of intensity, can make the video image enhanced
with less illumination, but changed color, preventing crushed shadow or blown-
out white, and allow the surgeons to observe the angle structure more clearly.

• Additionally, the shared viewing ability has helped many on the OR staff, as
well as medical students and residents, to have a better understanding of the
methods and goals of surgery.

Conclusion:
• Heads up surgery using a 3D visualization system is suitable for glaucoma

surgeries, especially for the gonio surgery with double-mirror gonio lens
including MIGS.
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